
HOME BURIAL GENDER ROLES IN GRIEF ESSAY

Free Essay: When it comes to dealing with grief there are very distinct In this poem, â€œHome Burialâ€•, Amy and her
husband fit these gender roles perfectly.

Once I awoke, I packed and started the journey home from State University, where I had been staying with
friends while attending a business seminar. The poem goes on: "She, in her place, refused him any help. In the
next line, "The little graveyard where my people are! Both are very much set in terms of what defines sin and,
in turn, what would constitute action leaving an opening for forgiveness, and both leave many a question
unanswered in the story being told. Part of this can be blamed upon the way that they are brought up to think
that men are stronger and that if you cry you are a wimp, and that women are the only ones who are allowed to
cry and show emotions. There are also rituals a deceased family must follow during funerals and with grief to
ease the transition from life to death. I must get air" says that you breathe understanding and suffocate without
it, and that in this house, for her, there is none. On the other hand Antigone sees justice as the ability to bury
her brother There is a great deal of tension present between the characters, causing unstable relationships, as
well as a desire for no relationship at all. Though at first glance it may seem that the cause for the couple's
trouble is the death of their child, closer reading allows the reader to see that there are other serious,
deeper-rooted problems at work. This time, however, everything seemed different. She takes a very bold
stance by demonstrating this using Adam and Eve, two very well-known and looked up to figures in history.
The setting is a windowed stairway in a rural home in which an unnamed farmer and his wife, Amy, live. This
shows the way that many people perceive men to be unable to show their feelings as easily as women do. The
first stanza in 'Drummer Hodge' shows the horror of the soldier's death and burial in a strange land: "They
throw in Drummer Hodge, to rest Uncoffined - just as found His landmark is a kopje-crest" The word "throw"
shows how disrespectful Hodge's burial is, he is not lowered with dignity or given a proper military burial as
he should be entitled to. Don't go to someone else this time" of course tells us that another time she has gone
to someone else; and it tells us the particular name of this most particular woman, something that she and the
poem never tell us about the man. All the trees seemed brighter, more colorful, and more full of life. She does
not believe that men are better than women, but that they are capable of all the same things. Although they
both deal with sadness and very strong emotions it is for entirely different reasons. With shuddering hysterical
revulsion she cries: "Don't, don't, don't, don't. Part of this can be blamed upon the way that they are brought up
to think that men are stronger and that if you cry you are a wimp, and that women are the only ones who are
allowed to cry and show emotions. Moreover, the first decision that needs to be made should be burial vs. The
poem goes on: "To raise herself and look again. The lesser disputes mostly centre around family feuding. I
found plenty of techniques and ideas that the couple in Frost's "Home Burial," could have used from the book
Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus to strengthen their marriage I plan to continue saving
throughout my life until I retire. Themes and Meanings Frost's primary concern in "Home Burial" is to present
modes of grief and communication. When Amy goes to leave her husband, he calls out to her, "Don't go to
someone else this time"  Civil War burials were in various places; prison, camps, hospitals, the front line, etc.
Once I awoke, I packed and started the journey home from State University, where I had been staying with
friends while attending a business seminar. It is impossible for anyone to know exactly how one feels without
asking. I had spent three years at State University and had made this drive home often Amy does not
understand how he could do what he did There are unique ways people get buried which will be discussed
thoroughly and the cultures that practice these burials. These themes are universal issues and are natural
human developments. Home Burial describes not only the death of a child, but the aftermath which follows;
the marital partnership dissolving both mentally and physically, as neither husband or wife feels able to
confide in the other regarding the immense grief and sense of loss which they are feeling; this lack of
communication is what ultimately destroys their marriage. At first, these underground burials were only used
as cemeteries.? His intention of burying his wife behind the wall is to prevent the police from accusing him of
murder. When he refers to her taking her problems to someone else , he wants Amy to go to him with her
problems. The poem goes on: "She turned and sank upon her skirts at that. This allowed him to let go and live
a normal life. Bergman Bergman argues that Moore believes that a woman must choice one of two options;
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education or family. The unnamed couple in this poem has lost a baby to death These people never consider or
talk about what they would like to happen if they did die for any reason.


